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- ways of improving European security through the raising of the nuclear threshold, including the
imposition of a political dynamic upon the static MBFR talks in Vienna ; and

- ways to arrest the proliferation of nuclear weapons among other states .

It is my personal purpose to live up to the undertaking, made by leaders at the Williamsburg Summit
last May, "to devote our full political resources to reducing the threat of war" . The questions to be
raised, as I believe I have shown you tonight, are not easy . There are priorities which inevitably conflict .
A% new climate of East-West confidence cannot be instilled in a day, nor can the arms race be stopped
overnight. But in so far as I, and other leaders who share this purpose, can work together to build
authentic confidence, I pledge to you that we shall .

Not to do so at this time would, I believe, amount to a form of escapism - an escapism well defined by
the Harvard Nuclear Study Group in their thoughtful book, Living with Nuclear Weapons. The book
cautions against two forms of escapism : the first form is to believe that nuclear weapons will go away .
The authors rightly and regretfully say that they will not . But the second form of escapism, they point
out, is to think that nuclear weapons can be treated like other military weapons in history . Surely it is
clear that they cannot .

And therefore I would add a third form of escapism, which we indulge in at our peril . That is the
escapism of allowing shrill rhetoric to become a substitute for foreign policy, of letting inertia become a
substitute for will, of making a desert and calling it peace .

Thank you .
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